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HOLIDAYS: No Holidays

FANCY DRESS CONTEST 2021
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Participating in different
contests aids in removal of
stage fear in young students.
Propagating the idea, the
school's Preschool Wing held
Fancy Dress Contest 2021
Dt: 28-05-2021. The Fancy
Dress contest was an exciting
time for the students studying
in Grade Nursery. The contest
was very colourful. Our
Preschoolers were encouraged
to participate so that they
develop confidence to speak to
an audience. Prizes for “Most
unique character”, "Fanciest
dress” etc were announced in
felicitation of the winners.

Tejas Joshi

INTACH ACHIEVMENTS
Srisha Behl and Gyanam Gupta (KG - I
Commendables) participated in the Young
INTACH's Colour the Heritage Collection
Challenge 2021 Dt: 28-05-2021 (Equestrian
Sports, Madhuhbani Prints, Recreating
breakfast time) and bagged Gold & Silver
respectively. Young INTACH propagates,
especially amongst Kindergarteners the value
of art class - that it goes far beyond helping
children develop their skills with painting or sculpture - as kindergarteners learn to be
artists, they are developing life skills that will help to prepare them for their future;
whether they become professional artists or not.
Kartik Gupta (KG-I Adorables) imagines actionable solutions
to protect and restore healthy ecosystems that are resilient to
the threats posed by urbanization & climate change. Taking
inspiration, he participated and won Special Prize in the Young
INTACH's ' REIMAGINE: RECREATE: RESTORE' poster
making contest Dt: 01-06-2021 based on the theme
Ecosystem Warrior Challenge 2021.
Avika Gupta, (KG II Commendables) won in the
Young INTACH's Family Legacy Photo Challenge
2021 Dt: 15-06-2021. Our kindergartener is
developing a liking for collecting family photos; these
can be vital memory cues for Forgotten times. The
Nationwide contest required mentioning Heritage
value of the images collected. Our Kindergartener's
entry successfully bagged Silver.

LET’S REJOICE WITH COLOURS!!!
Colouring is a joyful experience for our young students,
allowing them more space for creativity and thereby
paving their way to create unique works of art specific to
their imagination. Relishing this thought, our
kindergarteners were actively engaged in Drawing &
Colouring Lessons. Colouring is a rewarding
experience, since it builds colour and shape recognition
skills.

DR. EKTA DHAWAN
PRINCIPAL
Dear Parents!
Hope you all are doing well and safely
spending time with your kids. While keenly
observing the effects of COVID on our lives,
I felt that students were missing the
opportunities to explore creativity. Their
minds were in dire need of recreational
activities through which they can relish
quality time. For this purpose, our artistic and
ingenious teachers devised a very oriented
virtual camp. This camp was focused to get
the creative juices of kids flowing. It was a
tough row to hoe for our teachers to engage
all students in tasks. But I am pleased to share
that I saw the active participation of our tiny
tots in all the activities related to dancing,
painting, and drawing. The students loved
indulging themselves in creative and skillbased activities. These seemed fun to them
and they were delighted to try something new
that was out of their league before. Besides,
these activities kids represented themselves
to be eggheaded by utilizing the unused
things of home to create aesthetic and
fascinating decorations. This camp was the
true opportunity for the students to uncover
their covert endowments. I am overwhelmed
by the success of the camp and want to extend
my gratitude towards Parents who supported
their little ones to be part of this fun and frolic
extravaganza. Best of Luck for Upcoming
Ventures!!!

GURMUKH SINGH

Father of Japnoor Singh (KG II- B)
BLPS supports and encourages every student
to do best and make progress. It provides a
physical, social and spiritual ambience in
which values and ideals are more than just
words. We are grateful to BLPS to develop
responsible global citizens and leaders by
providing a world class education. As parents
we try to give our child the best of everything
at home and we rest easy because we know
our child will get the best of everything at
school too. Special mention, the endeavours
put up by BLPS in Virtual Summer Camp
proved a blessing as my child learnt so many
new things & enhanced his skills.

GLIMPSES OF VIRTUAL SUMMER ACTIVITIES CAMP
Summer camps are ideal for children and teens to learn new skills; Kids have missed out on a lot of these opportunities during the
COVID-19 pandemic. School's Summer Camp 2021 for Preschoolers was designed from 14-06-2021 to Dt: 26-06-2021, amid fun and
learning. The camp was focused on 3 R's rejuvenation, recreation and reinforcement. Different Tutorials like Craft, Dance & DIY were
curated to improve concentration, learning, imagination & sense of responsibility, amongst the young ones. Preschoolers supported by
their parents were actively engaged in Crafts activities. They learnt to make Cactus Pet Rock, Popsicle Tractor as well as Paper Lion.
Kindergarteners embraced the joy of dancing too. They enjoyed dancing and tapped on rhythm with their tiny feet. The students learnt
to prepare CD Lady Bug, Egg Carton Flowers and DIY Button Fish Craft using material available at home. All these activities assisted
to enhance the mental health and wellbeing as well as fostering a whole range of developmental skills of our little ones.
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TEACHER'S MESSAGE
The teaching profession requires total dedication, devotion and a loving commitment. My
educational philosophy is to create a learning environment that is fun and exciting. I want
to inspire my children to learn more about themselves and the world around them. My role
during this formative time of a child's brain development is essential. Early learning
experiences are crucial factors for emotional, intellectual, cognitive, social, physical
development. I have a gift and each day I thank God that I can make a positive difference
in the lives of children. I am proud to say “I am a pre-school teacher.” Especially during Virtual
Summer Camp, to see my young students giggling and making innocent & honest efforts to
upgrade their skills, made me the feeling that I am doing justice with the profession I dived into.

Sannia Gulati
KG Instructor

PARENT’S FEEDBACK
My daughter thoroughly enjoyed summer camp activities
especially the Art days as there was no pressure. She
enjoyed quite a lot. She made things, took interest and
remained curious about the activities. Thank you for
arranging the camp!
Priyanka Talwar
Mother of Ivaanka, Nursery Commendables
Virtual Summer Camp was really a stress buster for kids. My
daughter was so excited for this summer camp. She loved
all the activities may it be dance or DIY. She was super
excited to learn new things apart from studies. Activity in
charges actively engaged all the students
Disha Bhalla
Yashika's Mother K.G II Adorables

Thank you so much for Virtual Summer Camp .This initiative is really
appreciated. I as parent feel very glad that kids got the opportunity to
learn new things. Also my sincere thanks to the BLPS Team, who not
only succeeded in conducting the first of its kind Virtual Summer
Camp but also establishing the kids' interest.
Reeva Jain
Mother of Trishika Jain Nursery Blossoms
Thank you so much for this wonderful Virtual Summer Camp. Kids
love doing all this activities. My son enjoyed the art & craft
and dance classes thoroughly. All the activities were quite handy, easy
to do and well explained.
Lovleen Kaur
Mother of Yakshvir Singh KG II Dazzlers

Virtual Summer Camp organised by BLPS was a wonderful opportunity for kids to learn many new exciting activities. My son felt
very excited while performing various tasks. Kids not only learnt new things but also it was a great fun time for them to enjoy
during summer vacations.
Shailza Garg
Kartik Gupta KG – I Adorables
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